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Abstract 
 

Background 

Association cancer and pregnancy is rare less than 1% of cancers affect women of childbearing age. It is most often in breast, 
hematological cancers, certain skin cancers, cancers of the cervix 
The diagnostic and therapeutic management of the pregnant mother with cancer is especially difficult because it involves two 
persons the continuation of pregnancy is it possible? desirable? or compatible with cancer treatment? 

Materiel and Methods  

It is a retrospective study from April 2012 until February 2016, we identified 9 patients (pts) their distribution by cancer was 6(pts) 
with breast cancer 1(pts) with TCG, 1 (pts) colon cancer and 1(pts) with undetermined cancer type, the median age at diagnostic 
was 32 years (25-38 years). According to the classification UICC 2009, pts were stage IV n = 3 (34%), n = 4 III (45%), n = 2 II 
(21%), 5 months is the time passed until diagnosis and chemotherapy (1-11 months), 7 (pts) in the second trimester, 2 (pts) in the 
third trimester, n=5 (56%) were terminated by elective caesarean section, n=1(11%) induced vaginal delivery, n=3 (33%) died 
during pregnancy. 

Results  

N=6 pts (67%) chemotherapy, n=4 pts breast, n=1pts denozumab, n= I pts capox Avastin, n=3pts without treatment. The 
following response are 67% objective response (n=6), 44% complete response (n=4), 23% partial response (n=2), 33% 
progression disease (n=3) 

Conclusion  

Breast cancer during pregnancy makes management difficult essentially diagnostic that means more local advanced and metastasis 
cases, so delay diagnosis and starting treatment, probably explain the worse prognostic The approach to these particular patients 
should be undertaken by a dedicated multidisciplinary team 
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